
Kraft Foods Inc.

5629 - Tapatio 12/10 Z Hot Sauce
Spice things up with a proven classic. TAPATIO Hot Sauce, 10 oz. Bottle (12 per case) is a complex, flavorful chili pepper sauce that customers ask for by name. A robust blend of
red peppers, garlic and spices has made this hot sauce one of the most popular in the country for over 50 years. Spicy but not overwhelming, TAPATIO is the perfect mix of heat
and flavor. On top of tasting great with Latin cuisine, this hot sauce pairs well with a wide variety of dishes, from breakfast platters to lunch wraps. TAPATIO hot sauce bottles
let you bring the true taste of Mexico to your customers. This condiment is an ideal choice for restaurants, concession stands, food trucks, cafeterias or any other foodservice
setting. At home and away from home, consumers know and love the great taste of TAPATIO.
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A complex and flavorful chili pepper hot sauce
For more than 50 years, TAPATIO Hot Sauce has brought consumers the authentic Mexican flavors they crave
Made with a special blend of red peppers and other spices
The perfect complement to Mexican, American and other international cuisines
Try TAPATIO with tacos, burritos, rice dishes, eggs or just about anything
Zero calories per serving
One case contains 12 bottles (10 oz. each)
Great for restaurants, concession stands, food trucks, cafeterias or any other foodservice setting
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Brand Manufacturer Product Category

Tapatio Kraft US (0044710044602) Sauces

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

10077885882004 5629 10077885882004 12 12/10 oz

Gross Weight Net Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

9.9lb 7.5lb USA Yes No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

10.25in 7.25in 8.75in 0.38ft3 24x4 720DAYS -50°F / 150°F

BOX/CARTON Corrugated or Solid
Ambient  Prevailing Conditions

Provide table-top for customers to use
on a variety of dishes (Mexican dishes,
sandwiches, chicken, eggs, potatoes,
seafood, etc.) and dayparts (breakfast,
lunch and dinner).

None
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